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from the Directors
Walt Meyer & Betty Hitchcock...
We thank our outstanding cast and crew for all their hard work
in making this performance possible. The cast put in countless
hours learning their complex lines and movements, and rehearsing.
It wasn’t easy to learn the fast-paced lines and how to ignore the
father’s ghost, who only one of them can hear and see.
The crew also contributed numerous hours, before and during
the show, preparing the set, working on sound and lighting, coordinating costumes, applying makeup, publicizing the event, standing
in as readers, managing reservations, and greeting you at the door.
We hope you enjoy the show and all their efforts.
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— Synopsis of Scenes —
TIME: The Present

PLACE: The living room and front porch of the Lundeen family home, in Minnesota

ACT 2

ACT 1

Scene 1
Thanksgiving Day Morning
Scene 2
A little later, before dinner

INTERMISSION

After dinner

— Cast in Order of Appearance —
Rick Sullivan as Carl Lundeen — I have been a

member of the HH Little Theater since 2004 and have
been lucky enough to appear in over thirteen plays, with
each one more fun and challenging than the last. Many
in the audience may identify with the family dynamics in
the play. As one of the characters states, “By definition,
any family with three or more people is dysfunctional.”

Gene Schmiel as Michael — I am pleased to be back

on the HH stage in this heartwarming and funny play,
which will undoubtedly bring both tears and cheers.
Performing with Kathryn for the first time is an added
bonus, so thanks to Walt and Betty for that and also for
your skilled directing.

Dot Schuetze as Mrs. Enquist — I have given up

Tina Mullins as Jill — Hard to believe that Bets Knepley

counting the number of fun rolls I have played here at
Heritage Hunt, but playing an invisible person is a first.
However, the most fun I have had during this production
is being an understudy. Filling in for cast members at rehearsals gave me the opportunity to play different roles.

founded HHLT in 2003. Since then, I have enjoyed acting in
over 10 HHLT shows. Also, I sing with the Women of Note and
the Manassas Chorale and have been in shows with Prince
William Little Theater and Rooftop Theater. Thanks to all the
wonderful directors who continue to generously volunteer their
time to create opportunities for those who enjoy performing.

Kathryn Schmiel as Mom — Many thanks to directors

Kathy Carrico as Stacy — I am thrilled to be part of

Betty and Walt for choosing this wonderful play and for
their confidence in my ability to portray Mom in all her
touching, poignant, and funny aspects. I’m also grateful to the wonderful cast and crew for all their support.
Thanks a million! Now let’s have some pie!

Ed Prendergast as Dad — Dad is in the house! But

stay seated. No need to rise, as he is not visible but to
his son Carl. Think of all the fun to be had hiding in plain
sight. Of course, he cannot be heard either except by
Carl. Truly a wonderful opportunity to express oneself.

this thought-provoking play. This is my third play with
HHLT and I am enjoying myself tremendously. The talent
of this group continues to amaze me. Thank you Betty and
Walt for doing a wonderful job and uniting and guiding
this dysfunctional family of actors.

Don Jewell as Jerry Myers — A nice family gathering!
Is it? Jerry Myers may have a different opinion. This is
another great HHLT play with memories for everyone.
Hope you enjoy it.

